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(Abstract)
PG Programmes in Affiliated Colleges under CBCSS w.e.f 2023 admission- Clarification an the
anomalies of syllabi in respect of ESE- Approved & furnished - Orders issued.

AcadlCU2L246|zOLg Dated: L1.05.2024

Read:-l. U.O. No. Acad 1CL12724612019 dtd 09.08.2023
2. U.O. No. Acad lC!12\24612019 dtd 75.Lo.2O23
3. Note from Computer Programmer dtd 3O.L2.2023
4. Order of the Vice Chancellor in the file of even no.dtd 24.04.2024

ORDER

1. The revised regulation for PG Programmes in Affiliated Colleges was implemented we.f
2023 admission as per paper read (1) above and certain modifications were effected to the
same vide paper read (2) above.

2. Clause 7.5 of P.G Regulation of Affiliated colleges states that " a candidate securing not
less than 40olo of aggregate marks of course (both ESE & CE put toqether) with not less than
400/o in ESE shall be declared to have passed in that course. A minimum of grade point 4 with
letter grade E is needed for the successful completion of the course.

3. The Computer Programmer vide Paper read 3 above, pointed out some practical difficulties
to arrive at pass status of courses ol certain Programmes (viz M.A Journalism and Mass
Communication, M.Sc Electronics, M.Sc Geology) whose e!.ternal maximum mark is 48.
Then the marks required for passing the course is 79.2 (4oo/o of the external). Since the
marks can only be tabulated as whole numbers, the computer programmer requested to
take necessary steps to fix the external minimum as 19 or 20.

4. Consequently, as ordered, the remarks were sought from the Convenors of respective Ad
hoc committee in this regard, who prepared the syllabi in the circumstance of nonexistence
of Board of studies, and it was clarified that the minimum pass marks for courses with a
maximum external mark of 48 shall be fixed as 19 by avoidang the decimal 0.2.

5. The vice chancellor, after considering the matter in detail, and in exercise of the powers of
the Academic Council conferred under Section 71(l) Chapter tlt of Kannur llniversity Act
1996, accorded sanction to round off the pass minimum for ESE to the nearest whole
number in cases where decimal points arrive, to the pG programmes under GBCSS in
Affiliated colleges, subiect to report to Academic Council.

6. Orders issued accordingly.

sd/-
Narayanadas K

DEPUTY REGISTRAR (ACAD)
FoT REGISTRAR

To: 1. The Examination Branch (through pAto CE).
2. Computer programmer
3. The Convener ad hoc committee for Geology, Electronics , Journalism & Mass
Communication.

Copy To: 1. PS to VC / PA to CE/ pA to Registrar
2. DR / AR 1 (Acad)
3. The Web l/anager ( ing in the Website )
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